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Explainable AI

See, understand and evaluate AI vision

AI vision, i.e. image processing with artificial intelligence, is a topic that is much discussed. But in many areas, such as

industrial applications, the new technology has not yet fully arrived, so long-term empirical values are lacking. While there are

some embedded vision systems on the market that allow AI to be used in industrial conditions, many facility operators are still

hesitant to buy one of these platforms and upgrade their applications. Although AI has already shown pioneering new

possibilities where rule-based image processing has run out of rules and remained without a solution until now. So what

prevents the new technology from spreading faster?

Because the fact is that today everyone is already able to design their own AI-based image processing applications, even without special knowledge in

artificial intelligence and the application programming that is also necessary. And while artificial intelligence can speed up many work processes and

minimise sources of error, edge computing also makes it possible to dispense with expensive industrial computers and the complex infrastructure that would

be required for high-speed image data transmission.

New and different

However, AI or machine learning (ML) works quite differently from classical, rule-based image processing. This also changes the approach and handling of

image processing tasks. The quality of the results is no longer the product of a manually developed programme code by an image processing expert, as was

previously the case, but is determined by the learning process of the neural networks used with suitable image data. In other words, the object features

relevant for inspection are no longer predetermined by predefined rules, but the AI must be taught to recognise them itself in a training process. And the

more varied the training data, the more likely the ML algorithms are to recognise the really relevant features later in operation. But what sounds so simple

everywhere also only leads to the desired goal with sufficient expertise and experience. Without a skilled eye for the right image data, errors will occur here

as well. This means that the key competences for working with machine learning methods are no longer the same as those for rule-based image processing.

But not everyone has the time or manpower to read into the subject from scratch to build up new key competencies for working with machine learning

methods. Unfortunately, that's the problem with new things - they can't be used productively immediately. And if they actually deliver good results without

much effort, but unfortunately cannot be clearly reproduced, you can hardly believe it and don't trust the thing.

Complex and misunderstood

As a rationally thinking person, one would like to know how this AI vision works. But without recognisable, comprehensible explanations, results are difficult

to evaluate. Confidence in a new technology is based on skills and experience that sometimes have to be built up over years before one knows what a

technology can do, how it works, how to use it and also how to control it. Complicating matters further is the fact that the AI vision is set against an

established system, for which suitable environmental conditions have been created in recent years with knowledge, documentation, training, hardware,

software and development environments. AI, on the other hand, still comes across as very raw and puristic, and despite the well-known advantages and the

high level of accuracy that can be achieved with seeing AI, it is often difficult to diagnose errors. The lack of insight into the way it works or inexplicable

results are the other side of the coin, which inhibits the expansion of the algorithms.
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(Not) a black box

The way neural networks work is therefore often wrongly perceived as a black box whose decisions are not comprehensible. "Although DL models are

undoubtedly complex, they are not black boxes. In fact, it would be more accurate to call them glass boxes, because we can literally look inside and see

what each component is doing." [Quote from " "]. Inference decisions of neural networks are not based on

classical comprehensible rules, and the complex interactions of their artificial neurons may not be easy for humans to understand, but they are nevertheless

results of a mathematical system and thus reproducible and analysable. All that is (still) missing are the right tools to support us. There is still a lot of room for

improvement in this area of AI. This shows how well the various AI systems on the market can support users in their endeavours.

The black box metaphor in machine learning

Software makes AI explainable

For this reason, IDS Imaging Development GmbH is researching and working in this field together with institutes and universities to develop precisely these

tools. The IDS NXT ocean inference camera system already contains the results of this cooperation. Statistical analyses using a so-called confusion matrix

make it possible to determine and understand the quality of a trained neural network. After the training process, the network can be validated with a

previously determined series of images with already known results. Both the expected results and the results actually determined by inference are compared

in a table. This makes it clear how often the test objects were recognised correctly or incorrectly for each trained object class. From these hit rates, an overall

quality of the trained CNN can then be given. Furthermore, the matrix clearly shows where the recognition accuracy could still be too low for productive use.

However, it does not show the reason for this.

Confusion Matrix

This confusion matrix of a CNN classifying screws shows where the identification quality can be improved by retraining with more images.

https://dallascard.medium.com/the-black-box-metaphor-in-machine-learning-4e57a3a1d2b0
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This is where the attention map comes in, showing a kind of heat map that highlights the areas or image contents that get the most attention from the neural

network and thus influence the decisions. During the training process in IDS lighthouse, the creation of this visualisation form is activated based on the

decision paths generated during training, allowing the network to generate such a heat map from each image during analysis. This makes it easier to

understand critical or inexplicable decisions made by the AI, ultimately increasing the acceptance of neural networks in industrial environments.

It can also be used to detect and avoid data biases (see figure " attention maps"), which would cause a neural network to make incorrect decisions during

inference. This is because a neural network does not become smart by itself. Poor quality input leads to poor output. An AI system, in order to recognise

patterns and make predictions, relies on data from which it can learn "correct behaviour". If an AI is built in under laboratory conditions with data that is not

representative of subsequent applications, or worse, if the patterns in the data reflect biases, the system will adapt those biases.

Heat Map

This heat map shows a classic data bias. The heat map visualises a high attention on the Chiquita label of the banana and thus a good example of a data

bias. Through false or underrepresentative training images of bananas, the CNN used has obviously learned that this Chiquita label always suggests a

banana.

With the help of such software tools, users can trace the behaviour and results of the AI vision more directly back to weaknesses within the training data set

and correct them in a targeted manner. This makes AI more explainable and comprehensible for everyone. Because basically it is just mathematics and

statistics. Following and understanding the mathematics is often not easy, but with confusion matrix and heat maps there are tools to make decisions and

reasons for decisions visible and thus understandable.

We are only at the beginning

Used correctly, AI vision has the potential to improve many vision processes. But providing hardware alone is not enough to infect the industry with AI across

the board. Manufacturers are challenged to support users by sharing their expertise in the form of user-friendly software and built-in processes. Compared to

best practices, which have evolved over years and built up a loyal customer base with a lot of documentation, knowledge transfer and many software tools,

there is still a lot of catching up to do for AI, but it is already under development. Standards and certifications are also currently being worked on to further

increase acceptance and explainability and to bring AI to the big table. IDS is helping with this. With IDS NXT ocean, an embedded AI system is already

available that can be used quickly and easily as an industrial tool by any user group with a comprehensive and user-friendly software environment - even

without in-depth knowledge of machine learning, image processing or application programming.
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Further information

Learn more about the IDS NXT embedded vision AI platform on the product website.
Discover the easy entry into Deep Learning technology with the IDS NXT ocean inference camera solution in the technical article "AI for
everyone".
For more information on the advantages of the deep ocean core as an FPGA solution on a camera platform, see the technical paper
"Sustainable Edge Intelligence".

https://en.ids-imaging.com/ids-nxt.html
https://en.ids-imaging.com/technical-articles-details/ids-nxt-ai-for-all.html
https://en.ids-imaging.com/technical-articles-details/sustainable-edge-intelligence.html

